Aeration

Verti-Drain® - heavy series

The heavy series of Verti-Drains are designed to aerate soils up to a full 400mm (16”) deep, with four different models
available and a three-speed gearbox that will match any tractor.

Models

7416

7516

7521

7526

Working width
Weight
Working depth max.
Capacity at 65mm (2 ½”)
forward hole pattern
Capacity at 195mm (7 2/3”)
forward hole pattern
Tractor required

1.6m (63”)
870kg (1914lbs)
up to 350mm (14”)

1.6m (63”)
1128kg (2482lbs)
up to 400mm (16”)

2.1m (83”)
1375kg (3025lbs)
up to 400mm (16”)

2.6m (102”)
1595kg (3509lbs)
up to 400mm (16”)

1360m2/h (14688sq.ft/h)

1120m2/h (12096sq.ft/h)

1470m2/h (15876sq.ft/h)

1820m2/h (19656sq.ft/h)

4200m2/h (45360sq.ft/h)
35hp, lift cap 1050kg (2310lbs)

3360m2/h (36288sq.ft/h)
4410m2/h (47628sq.ft/h)
5460m2/h (58968sq.ft/h)
45hp, lift cap 1350kg (2970lbs) 55hp, lift cap 1650kg (3630lbs) 65hp, lift cap 1900kg (4180lbs)

Standard items

Solid tines Ø18x300mm (2/4”x12”) for 7416, 7516 and 7521 / Solid tines Ø24x400mm (1”x16”) for 7526
Front & Rear roller / Toolbox with tools / PTO with slip clutch / Storage stand integrated in machine /
3-speed gearbox

Optional items

Solid tines from Ø5x125mm (3/16”x5”) to Ø24x400mm (1”x16”)
Hollow tines from Ø10x125mm (3/8”x5”) to Ø
Ø32x300mm (1 1/4”x 12”)
Turf holddown fingers/ Windrow kit/ Adapters for different tine diameters.

Verti-Drain® 7416
The VertiDrain 7416 is
light enough
for application
on golf greens,
while robust
enough for
hard soils. It
penetrates
the soil up to
350mm (14”).

Verti-Drain® 7516
Verti-Drain model 7516 is a heavier model, penetrating up to 400mm (16”) deep and is designed
for hard areas.

Less tractor
horsepower is
needed when
the bogy
wheel system
is added.
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Verti-Drain® 7521
This unit with a 2.1m working width is widely
used by contractors and by golf clubs on
fairways.

Verti-Drain® 7526

The Verti-Drain 7526 comes
into its own in large open
spaces including fairways,
race tracks and large
sportsfields.
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Aeration

Verti-Drain® - extra heavy series

The heavy 76-series weighs considerably more than the 75-series, containing a heavier gearbox, PTO and rear roller support
that are the best choice when soils are really hard.

Models Verti-Drain

7621

7626

Working width
Weight
Working depth max.
Capacity at 65mm (2 ½”) forward hole pattern
Capacity at 195mm (8”) forward hole pattern
Tractor required

2.1m (83”)
1565kg (3443lbs)
400mm (16”)
1620m2/h (17496sq.ft/h)
4850m2/h (52380sq.ft/h)
55hp, lift cap 2000kg (4400lbs)

2.6m (102”)
1930kg (4246lbs)
400mm (16”)
2000m2/h (21600sq.ft/h)
6010m2/h (64908sq.ft/h)
65hp, lift cap 2300kg (5060lbs)

Standard items

Solid tines Ø24x400mm (1”x16”) / Front & Rear roller / 3-speed gearbox /
Toolbox with tools / PTO with slip clutch / Storage stand integrated in machine

Optional items

Multi tine heads: 8 (7621) or 10 (7626) units / Solid tines: from Ø8 to Ø24mm (1/4”-1”)
Hollow tines: from Ø10x125mm to Ø32x300mm / Bogy wheel kit

Verti-Drain® 7621
The 7621 has a 2.1m working width, requiring
a tractor of at least 55hp with a lift capacity of
2000kg.

For the 76
Verti-Drain
Series the
tine depth
adjustments
are made
comfortably
from the
tractor
seat via the
hydraulic
controls.

Verti-Drain® 7626
The 7626 is the largest and heaviest model yet in the
Verti-Drain family.

For easy transport a bogy wheel kit can be added.
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Verti-Drain® accessories
Wheel kit – H-Models
A retro–fit bogy wheel system is available for
easy transport. This also means that a tractor
with less lift capacity is required.

Turf hold down fingers

Core collector
The Core Collector uses a special two stage collecting system. A flexible
rubber flap gathers most of the cores. Behind there is a row of ground
following aluminium fingers to ensure that all material is collected
without the risk of damage to the turf.

The turf hold down fingers ensure that, when vertidraining or coring, there is no danger of damage to
the turf even with a shallow root system.

Rotating brush
A rotating brush on the rear of the Verti-Drain
incorporates sand into the holes, levels the ground
or breaks up the cores.

Windrow kit

The Windrow kit aligns the cores for easy collection.
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Aeration

Verti-Core + Easy-Core: vertical aerators - towed

The tines of these aerators penetrate the soil perfectly vertical, with the penetration depth limited they are able to run at high speeds.

Model

Verti-Core 1600

Easy-Core 116

Working width
Working depth
Weight
Tractor recommended
Max. capacity

1.6m (63”)
125mm (5”)
820kg (1804lbs)
45hp with 1000kg lifting capacity
5760m2/h (62,208sq.ft) (at hole spacing 11x11cm)

1.1m (43”)
70mm (3”)
326kg (717lbs)
None: own engine 12hp
7800m2/h (84,240sq.ft) (at hole spacing 6½x17cm)

hollow+solid tines / core collector / windrow kit /
anti-vibration System

hollow+solid tines

Optional items

Anti-vibration system

Verti-Core 1600
The Verti-Core 1600 is a highly productive and low maintenance
turf aerator. Robust construction combined with simple
adjustments make the Verti-Core reliable and easy to use.
Special core
deflectors
keep the cores
away from
the machine

An optional
anti-vibration
system,
containing a
strong spring,
can be added
for stony
conditions.
A sturdy crank drives the tine arms

Support arms enable the Verti-Core to work in
extremely tough conditions.

Easy-Core 116
The Easy-Core 116 is an economical aerator run by its own
12hp engine, so that it can be operated behind virtually any
towing vehicle including ride on mowers.

Operator friendly controls
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Easy-Core: vertical aerators - self-propelled
These easily manoeuvrable walkbehind aerators produce perfectly vertical aeration holes.

Model Easy Core

104

106

108

208

Working width
Working depth
Weight
Engine
Engine drive
Standard Hollow Tines
Tine amount per set
Capacity (max)

360mm (14”)
70mm (3”)
94kg (207lbs)
51/2hp B.&Stratton*
non-driven
Ø22x16x70mm
4
2043m2/h (22064sq.ft/h)

540mm (21”)
70mm (3”)
113kg (249lbs)
5hp Honda
non-driven
Ø22x16x70mm
6
2550m2/h (27540sq.ft/h)

520mm (20”)
70mm (3”)
136kg (299lbs)
5hp Honda
non-driven
Ø22x16x70mm
8
2550m2/h (27450sq.ft/h)

520mm (20”)
70mm (3”)
146kg (321lbs)
51/2hp Honda
driven
Ø22x16x70mm
8
2780m2/h (30024sq.ft/h)

Optional items

Hollow Tines: Ø16x9 1/2x70mm or Ø22x16x70mm or Ø45x38x70mm
Solid Tines: Ø9 1/2x70mm or Ø22x70mm
Chariot-ride behind kit (for model 208 only) / Special air-filled tyres
* 5hp Honda engine is optional for model 104

There are 4 models of
the walk-behind EasyCore. A simple but
effective aerator.
When soil compaction
is relieved, this leads
to better root growth
and improved drainage.
This aids thatch
control, and stimulates
the density of the turf.

Models 104, 106 and 108 are all non-driven, and contain respectively 4, 6, and 8 tine arms, while model 208 is driven and contains 8 tine arms.

Hole spacing:

Easy Core 104 + 106
A = 15cm, B = 9cm
Easy Core 108 + 208
A = 17cm, B 6½cm

Options:

An optional
chariot transfers
the Easy Core 208
to a comfortable
ride-behind
aerator.
Wide air-filled
tyres are optional.
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Aeration

Verti-Quake: linear aerators - driven

The Verti-Quake decompacts the soil via rotating off-set blades, shattering it laterally.

Model Verti-Quake

2510

2516

2521

3825

Working width
Working depth max.
Weight
Tractor required
3-point connection
Capacity (max)
Number of blades
Blade thickness

1.1m (43”)
250mm (10”)
470kg (1034lbs)
25hp, lift cap. 650kg (1430lbs)
cat 1 and 2
1510m2/h (16308sq.ft/h))
12
12mm (0,5”)

1.6m (63”)
250mm (10”)
575kg 1265lbs)
30hp, lift cap. 750kg (1650lbs)
cat 1 and 2
2400m2/h (25920sq.ft/h))
18
12mm (0,5”)

2.1m (83”)
250mm (10”)
690kg (1518lbs)
35hp, lift cap. 850kg (1870lbs)
cat 1 and 2
3150m2/h (34020sq.ft/h))
24
12mm (0,5”)

2.5m (98.5”)
380mm (15”)
1490kg (3278lbs)
80hp, lift cap. 1800kg (3960lbs)
cat 2
3780m2/h (40688sq.ft/h)
30
15mm (0.6”)

Optional items Coulter knives for keeping the slits open.

Model 2521

The Verti-Quake vastly
improves drainage, root
development, plus the uptake
of moisture and nutrients.
4 Verti-Quake models are
available, with a working depth
up to 380mm.

Model 2516
How does it work?

Model 3825

Model 2510

Decompaction of the
soil takes place via offset blades. Their rotary
motion, combined with
the forward speed, sets up a
wave action. Thus the soil
is shattered laterally, and
decompacted consistently
from the surface to full
working depth without
surface damage.
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Multi-/Level-Spike + Verti-Knife: linear aerators - non driven
Keeping the surfaces of sports turf open and able to breathe is the prime function of the Verti-Knife, Level-Spike and
Multi-Spike systems.

Model

Multi-Spike 1200

Level-Spike 1700

Level-Spike 2200

Verti-Knife 1600

Working width
Road width
Weight
Tractor required

1.35m (53”)
1.45m (57”)
400kg (880lbs)
Min. 18hp

1.8m (71”)
1.86m (73”)
405kg (891lbs)
Min. 35hp

2.4m (94”)
2.47m (97”)
495kg (1089lbs)
Min. 45hp

1.6m (63”)
2.0m (79”)
400kg (880lbs)
Min. 25hp
surface intense deep
aeration surface aeration
aeration

Working depth
Number of mounting discs

up to 250mm (10”)
9

up to 250mm (10”)
12

up to 250mm (10”)
16

40mm(1.6”) 40mm(1.6”) 25-150mm (1”-6”)
15
30
6

Standard supplied with
Knives/coring tines number
- Truckster knives
- Deep Slit knives
- Fine Slit knives
- Twisted Deep Slit knives
- Hollow Coring tine

36 truckster knives + rear roller
Standard/Maximum
36/154
36/154
192/192
36/154
54/108

48 deep slit knives
Standard/Maximum
48/ 72
48/ 72
264/264
48/ 72
72/104

64 deep slit knives
Standard/Maximum
64/196
64/196
360/360
64/196
96/192

discs + axles for intense
aeration + rear roller

Optional items

wheelkit +
weight transfer system

wheelframe + rear roller + weight transfer system

Deep aeration axle set

Multi-Spike 1200, Level-Spike 1700 + 2200
The MultiSpike and
Level-Spike
slit the
soil with
different
size knife
options.
By locking
the rear
roller the
maximum
depth is
being set.

The Multi-Spike 1200 can be utilised with
a wheel bogy for transport (photo above
left). In this configuration the Multi-Spike
can be used in conjunction with virtually
any prime mover which has basic flow and
return hydraulics.

Four knife sizes + spoon tines
Max. working depth
Deep Slit Knife
Truckster Knife
Fine Slit Knife
Twisted Deep Slit Knife
Hollow Tine

Thickness

250mm
200mm
100mm
250mm
125mm

5mm
3mm
3mm
5mm
26mm Ø

Twisted Deep Slit knives are designed in a twisted form
so that a more aggressive slicing job can be done.

The optional weight
transfer system ensures
that the weight of the
tractor is transferred on
to the knives in hard soil
conditions..
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Hollow
tine
option

Aeration

Verti-Knife
The Verti-Knife runs round
discs of different diameters
and configurations through
the soil, up to a depth of
150mm. The movement of
air, water and nutrients is
encouraged throughout the
critical root zone area. This
results in vastly improved root
density and rooting depth.
3 FUNCTIONS
The Verti-Knife has 3 basic functions and positions.
By interchanging the different axes with discs:
Position 1
Surface Aeration
Working depth
Disc diameter
Disc thickness
Number of discs
Disc Spacing

10-40mm
200mm
3mm
15

The 15 minidiscs (working
depth up to 40mm) are ideally

used when roots are shallow,
and when minimal surface
disturbance is required.

100mm

Position 2
Intense Surface Aeration
Working depth
Disc diameter
Disc thickness
Number of discs
Disc Spacing

40mm
200mm
3mm
30

A cassette of 30 minidiscs can
be adjusted to a working depth
up to 40mm,
for very intense aerification.
Disc spacing is only 50mm.

50mm

Position 3
Deep Aeration
Working depth
Disc diameter
Disc thickness
Number of discs
Disc Spacing

25-150mm
450mm
4mm

Six discs with a large diameter
of 450mm, at 300mm spacings,
penetrate the soil up to 150mm.
Disc spacing is 300mm.

6
300mm

The double axle with discs for
intense surface aeration.

Quake Meter
The Quake Meter is a penetrometer, the perfect scientific
instrument for measuring compaction levels in the soil at
all depths down to 600mm (24”). High quality stainless
steel and aluminium alloy for durability and accuracy.
Hydraulic action gives steady and consistent read out in
all conditions.
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Topdressers: Rink brush spreaders

Topdressing

The Rink brush topdressers most accurately “shoots” the material with force between the grass blades.

Model Rink SP950

walk-in-front

TB950

pulled

Self-propelled

Spreading width
Spreading thickness
Weight
Hopper capacity
level
Tractor size

Optional items

Utility Vehicle model

1005

1204

1205

for Cushman
Turf Truckster

for John Deere
Progator/
Toro Workman

3-point
hitch version

1.80m (71”)
0.3 to 10mm
300kg (660lbs)

1.80m (71”)
0.3 to 10mm
300kg (660lbs)

1.50m (59”)
0.3 to 10mm
200kg (440lbs)

1.0m3

0.75m3
25hp +:

0.95m (37”)
0.3 to 10mm
280kg (616lbs)

0.95m (37”)
0.3 to 10mm
190kg (418lbs)

0.33m3
self-propelled
6.5hp engine

0.33m3
1.0m3
Any pull vehicle

1010

1210

1520

1.50m (59”)
0.3 to 10mm
270kg (594lbs)

1.80m (71”)
0.3 to 10mm
370kg (814lbs)

1.40m (55”)
2.0m (79”)
0.3 to 40mm
0.3 to 40mm
950kg (2090lbs) 1950kg (4290lbs)

0.75m3
1.0m3
2.0m3
4.5m3
20hp +:
20hp+:
25hp+:
65hp +:
double acting hydraulic valve and min. oil supply of:
12l/min@120bar 12l/min@120bar 20l/min@140bar 25l/min@ 140bar 40l/min@ 175bar

Auxiliary tank and pump unit (Rink 1010,1210, 1520) / Own 13hp engine (Rink 1010, 1520) / 4 pivoting wheels (Rink 1520)

Rink
SP950

walk-in front
The Rink SP950
contains a 6,5hp
engine, and
the weight of
the machine
is evenly
distributed over
6 wheels in order
to minimize
ground pressure.

The Rink TB950
is a wheel driven
topdresser and
can be pulled
by virtually
any vehicle.
The brush and
conveyor belt
are driven by
the 4 wheels (or
optional by 2
wheels), ensuring
a consistant
application rate.
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3045

A Quad or ATV
easily operates the
Rink TB950 pulled.

Rink TB950 pulled

Rink
1003/
1005
These lightweight
Rinks can easily
be connected to
different vehicles.

The Rink 1005 has a capacity of 0.75m3.
The Kubota RTV with the custom made Rink 1003 with 0.4m3 hopper capacity.

Rink
1204/1205
on utility
vehicle
The Rink 1205
contains a hopper
made of aluminium
and is placed on
utility vehicles. It
covers the tyremarks
of the vehicle due
to its large working
width of 1.8m.

Rink 1204 for the Cushman Turf Truckster
(photo above).

Rink 1205 for the John Deere Progator (above)
and Toro Workman (right).

Rink 1010
The
floatation
tyres
minimize
ground
pressure
and the
lightweight
hopper is
made of
aluminium
to avoid
rusting.
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Topdressing
Rink 1210
The Rink 1210
has low sides,
for easy refilling
and ensures the
operator has a
good rear view.
The Dry-sand plate ensures
extra accurate spreading.

Rink 1520
The Rink 1520 can
spread extremely
accurate.

Optional: the Rink 1520
can be equipped with
4 small pivoting tyres .

Rink 3045
The Rink 3045
has a capacity
of 4,5m3.
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